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Maine rejects abortion pill
By Kimberly Leonard
Style Editor
The so-called abortion drug,
RU-486, is being turned down at
universities across the nation
including the University of
Maine, but not for the controversial reasons many may think.
"It's not a question of refusal,
it's a question of appropriate use,"
said Mark Jackson, director of
Student Health Services.
According to the Food and
Drug Administration's usage regulations of the newly approved
drug, it can only be used in facilities which already offer surgical
abortions.
"Under this final rule, FDA
may restrict final distribution to
certain facilities or to physicians
with special training or experience, or condition distribution on
the performance of specified med-

ical procedures," according to the that visit the patient is given
FDA Web site, www.fda.gov.
three tablets of Mifeprex to take
Facilities must also have in the office.
access to facilities for emergency
On the third day a second visit
care. Cutler Health Center has is required. During the exam, the
neither the staff nor the facilities physician checks to see that the
to offer those services, Jackson pregnancy has been terminated.
said. Jackson also said it is impor- The patient is given two misotant to understand that the abor- prostol tablets.
tion pill is not the same as emerFourteen days after the first
gency birth control. Plan B, the visit the patient must have anothname of the medication, is avail- er exam to make sure the pregnancy has ended and the patient is
able at the center for $5.
The process for using RU- suffering from no side effects.
486, otherwise known as mifepri- Side effects can include vaginal
stone, is lengthy. A first visit to a bleeding, pain and cramping, nauqualified physician entails an sea, vomiting and diarrhea.
The pills work by inhibiting
exam and pregnancy test.
Mifepristone can only be used to the hormone progesterone which
abort early term pregnancies up is used in a woman's body for
to seven weeks. The patient must establishing and maintaining a
to
also sign an agreement stating pregnancy,
according
they have read and understand www.cbctrust.com. Without progthe information about the proce- esterone the lining of the uterus
dure and the medication. During breaks down and sheds much like

UMaine director markets
Electoral College Aar
By Matthew Shaer
National Politics Reporter
Twelve years ago, John
Diamond had an idea. While on a
trip as a delegate to the 1988
Democratic National Convention,
the then-Maine state Senate
Majority leader noticed a formidable amount of political merchandise being peddled outside
convention doors.
Diamond thought it would be
fun to create something that
would appeal to "political
junkies" like themselves and suggested to his wife, Marcia, that
they market the idea.
Marcia agreed, but it was six
years before the couple could act

on the idea.
In 1994, with a presidential
election still two years away, the
Diamond's settled upon a unique
and salable concept. They decided
they would spoof the traditional
alumni college sweatshirt, replacing the university badge and lettering with the words Electoral
College, an image of the White
House, and a suitable Latin motto:
"Visin
meaning
Numeris,"
"strength in numbers."
After running a legal check
with a local attorney, the couple
began to operate the business out
of their home, selling a line of
Electoral College T-shirts, sweatSee DIAMOND on page 2

a normal menstrual cycle. The pill
also works to open the cervix and
cause contractions that dislodge
the embryo from the uterine lining
and expel it from the body.
Many pro-life organizations
have labeled the drug as dangerous. The WhyLife? Organization
has released numerous news
releases hailing colleges across
the nation for not offering the
abortion pill to students, calling it
the nightmare of a college girl and
deadly because it causes the death
of the embryo.
But staff at Cutler has taken an
opposite stance.
According to Shellie Morcom,
nurse practitioner in the Women's
Health Center, the drug, once
available, will be good for women
who discover pregnancy early.
"If someone comes in and
See ABORTION PILL on page 3

Golf course
contest to be
won with essay
By Betsy Hatch
For The Maine Campus
A Maine man is giving away his
golf course for $2(X) and 2(X) wellchosen words. A golf course, along
with the clubhouse, all the equipment, an 11-room home and three
other large, insulated buildings on
1(X) acres of property can be won
for just $200 and a winning essay.
Richard Violette, owner of
Capital City Golf Course in
Augusta, came up with the idea in
September to give away his selfdesigned, 18-hole golf course
through an essay contest.
"Some people thought I was
crazy," Violette said.
He said if he were to put the
course on the market, it would
See GOLF on page 4

In the spirit of giving

Robert Cobb, the dean of the Department of Education and Human Development, talks to kids
from the university's children's center that donated books for less fortunate as part of the 22nd
annual book drive. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM.

Coke money helps Fogler expand collection
By Julia Hall
For the Maine Campus
Last year's deal made by the
University of Maine with CocaCola has made the soft drink an
ever-present icon on campus. The
contract with Coke gave the university $3 million to be given out
over a total of 10 years.
When the university discussed ways to use this money,
they came up with many functions on campus that needed
expanding or renovations. One
of these places was Fogler
Library, whose collection was in
need of expansion.

The library was awarded a total
of $1 million over the course of 10
years. The library received
$100,000 in 1999 and is allotted
$80,000 in all subsequent years.
"The rationale in the change
from $100,000 to $80,000 was,
over the 10 years of the contract,
to give equal shares to the
library and the classroom renovation fund," said Robert
Duringer, vice president of
finance and administration.
Fogler's budget is mostly spent
toward books and journals.
Journals are considered magazines, newspapers and other
scholarly works. The prices of

journals increase 8 percent to 10
percent every year, making it
more difficult for the library to
purchase books.
Mary Casserly, the collection
development division head at
Fogler Library, said the Coke
money has helped the library continue with its purchasing of books.
"Without [the Coke money) we
would have to use our book
money to support our subscriptions to journals, newspapers and
annuals," she said.
The Coke money has enabled
the library to keep up its collection of books and still pay for the
journals.

Another recipient of the money
from the library budget includes
Internet and electronic resources.
According to Casserly, there
are "a number of electronic subscriptions that we were able to initiate or continue to support last
year and this year because of the
Coke money."
Such Internet and electronic
resources are more expensive than
the simple paper versions.
The Coke money has enabled
Fogler to convert journals such as
GeoRef, Engineering Index and
CollegeSource to electronic versions. CollegeSource is a college
catalogue that many students at
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the university use.
Because of rising prices, the
money allotted to the library will
buy less and less every year, but
those at Fogler say they are no less
grateful to have it.
Casserly expressed that the
money has done a lot to improve
the library.
"The Coke money has been
wonderful; I don't know what we
will do when the 10 years are
over," she said.
Casserly also expressed her
gratitude to the students and faculty for being so supportive of the
See COKE on page 3
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QUESTION
JaneIle Tonti
3rd Year
Biology
"It was OK. I didn't have to go to
Stewart Commons
to vote."

OF THE WEEK:

How would you rate the FirstClass voting system to hand-written ballots?

CAMPUS PHOTOS BY MARK DWYER.

Margaret Snell
2nd Year
Anthropology
"It is definitely
more convenient."

Ewa Kleczyk
4th Year
Economics
"I havn't seen anywhere to vote in
the past. Now it is
on your desktop; it
just pops up. The
info on each candidate was great."

Hussein Elhaj
3rd Year
Biology

Glenn Griswold
2nd Year
Engineering

"It was a lot better,
more convenient
for everybody.
They don't have to
worry about counting the messy
votes."

"A lot easier, but
overall I don't
think it was worth
the price they provided for it."

from page 1
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The merchandise made by John Diamond that features the Electoral
College. COURTESY PHOTO BY WWW..ELECTORALCOLLEGEUSA.COM.

shirts and hats from a toll-free
line and Internet site.
It was around this time that the
Diamonds made the transition
from state politics to educational
affairs, freeing up their schedules
enough to facilitate business
operations. The business took
flight slowly, sales lagging during
interim years and picking up predictably during election season.
"[We were] targeting people
with an interest in politics, for
people whom politics is more
than just a civic duty, for people
who go to all the political events
across the country," said
Diamond. "There are subcultures
like this."
Today, Diamond is the director
of Public Affairs at the Orono
campus, and his wife is a teacher
in the Bangor area. The

Diamonds continue to sell their
Electoral College apparel, and
unsurprisingly sales have rocketed during the recent election
debacle.
"Sales went through the roof
on election day," John Diamond
said. "[When] I appeared on
CSpan that day, we got 200
orders, then it became 300, then
over 1,000 orders came in over a
24-hour period!"
In fact, business was so good,
the Diamonds added 12 new
employees to their Bangor warehouse. A variety of styles have
been incorporated into the original line, including a parody of the
time-tested XXL athletic jersey.
John Diamond, who has
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appeared on a variety of television, radio and print interviews
ranging from The Today Show to
National Public Radio to Forbes
Magazine, remains optimistic
about the future of his family's
company.
"Since it's the holiday season,
I think sales will continue," he
said. "I think we'll get a second
wave of sales when people open
their Christmas presents and want
to get one for someone else. We'll
enjoy it while we can."
Electoral College merchandise
can be purchased, either through
Web
site,
Diamonds
the
www.electoralcollegeusa.com, or
by calling their toll-free business
line, 14800) 888-7142.
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Travel through time and space right at UMaine
By Joseph Gunn
Campus Politics Reporter

Under a dome of stars, parents
and their children were treated to
"The Magical Millennium Tour"
at the Jordan Planetarium on
Sunday afternoon.
The presentation, through the
combination of a traditional star
show and voiceover cartoons,
provided kids and their parents
with the opportunity to learn
about the development of time as
measured by humans throughout
the ages.
Not only was the audience
treated to a whimsical, comical
history lesson, but they were also
presented with a view of constellations and even a glimpse into
the future with possible human

colonies on Mars.
Once everyone was seated,
darkened
planetarium
the
quickly, only to have the sudden
silence punctuated by the collective ringing and gongs of all
types of clocks that flashed
against the walls of the dome.
With the voice of the show's
facilitator announcing, "We are
now going to travel through
time," the families began their
journey from the comfort of
their seats in the cool, dark
auditorium.
To start the show off, the audience was treated to a depiction of
the summer and winter evening
sky. With the aid of a red cursor,
the facilitator helped the audience
draw out the various shapes of the
constellations, much to the

delight of some of the children.
Gasps of surprise and wonder
filled the room as the young girls
and boys saw the forms of the
hunter Orion, the swan and the
seven sisters (the Playtees) come
to life before their eyes.
With that, a film began with
the goal of teaching the audience
about the true meaning behind the
"millennium."
A young girl named Meg is
depicted in an attic with her siblings, debating about whether or
not the "real" millennium
begins in 2000 or 2001.
Suddenly, they are all sucked
through a wormhole in their parent's grandfather clock to outer
space. There, they are rescued
by a space bandit named Zontar,
who, with a country twang

UMaine tree lighting
University of Maine President Peter Hoff and his wife Dianne
invite all UMaine students to join them in ringing in the holiday season. The annual tree lighting ceremony will take place Dec. 13 at 6
p.m. on the mall in front of Fogler Library. Immediately afterwards,
students are invited to the Holiday Open Flouse at the President's
house from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

It Works Wonders.

dialect, decides to take them
through space in order to show
them how humans have measured time.
In a blur of warping through
space and time, Zontar and the
children travel to ancient Egypt,
where they learn about the first
sun dials that could be built not
only to read the time of day, but
also the time of year by the length
of the shadow cast by the sun. The
gang also made a stop at
Zontar
where
Stonehenge,
showed how the structure was
used to measure the seasons.
The gang also taught the audience about how such primitive
devices were used to construct the
measurements of time in hours,
days, months and years.
When they later stopped of at

the Martian colonies around the
year 3000 AD, they found that
everyone there used a different
method of measuring time since
everything from the rotation of
the planet and its distance from
the sun is different from that of
Earth's.
Zontar used this to make the
point that "it doesn't matter if you
think the millennium began this
year or last, the point is that, since
time is a human invention, you
can celebrate time whenever you
want."
The Magical Millennium Tour
will run at 7 p.m. Fridays and at 2
p.m. Sundays from now until
Dec. 17. Tickets are $4 for adults
and $3 for children. For informaJordan
the
tion, contact
Planetarium at 581-1341.

Abortion

from page 1
years, if women want the proce- for now, the center. is simply not
dure the center may be willing to staffed to facilitate the procedure
team up with a center in the area but will make referrals to those
that already offers abortions. But who are.

meets the criteria we will refer
them to a qualified physician who
offers it in Bangor," she said.
According to Jackson, in a few

Coke

from page 1

library. There were many projects
that the money could have gone
to, and Fogler Library was happy
with the positive support and
encouragement it received from
the students and faculty when the

discussions over the money were
being held.
With countless reminders of
the soft drink corporation planted
in every corner of the university,
it's reassuring to see the profits

helping the library, a source to the
students, Casserly said. The folks
at Fogler are so grateful that they
"only drink Coke." For them it
seems that every day, it's always
Coca-Cola.

Use your head...
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...always wear a condom.
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Campus community evaluates election
By Amy Bowler
Student Life Reporter
Amy Fried, like the rest of the
country, spent the night of Nov. 7
watching television with her
young daughter, faithfully awaiting a decision. She fell asleep late
that night thinking she knew who
the next leader of the United
States would be, only to awake
again at 3;30 a.m. to find out no
decision had been made.
"You are living in a historic
moment," Fried, a political .science professor at the University of
Maine, told her daughter the next
morning."No one .knows who the
president is."
Twenty-three days later we're
still waiting.

The question on everyone's
mind now is not who will be the
next president, but when will the
waiting be over. And it looks like
it could be a while.
The U.S. Supreme Court has
remanded an appeal back to the
Florida Supreme Court, asking for
an explanation why it had extended the certification deadline for
certification. And Vice President
Al Gore is appealing his case
again, this time to the Florida
Supreme Court.
. While the indecision in Florida
will make the history books, the
legal challenges and appeals have
the home viewer losing interest.
"People still do care, but
because it's all legal issues now
it's hard to follow," said Tim

Tweedie, a third-year political its problems affect future elecscience major. "They're still tions? Thoughts of nationwide
interested in the outcome but ballots and new deadlines are
ready for it to be over."
dancing in some Americans'
Not only are the American heads this holiday season.
people tired and confused, but
"I think it's forcing people to
they're questioning how fair the take a closer look at the electoral
electoral process is. Recounts and college system," said Allison
more recounts suggest that the Piper, a third-year natural
system may need a little tweak- resources major. "A lot of people
ing. Six days after election night, may want to look at the popular
hand recounts began. Then vote, but I think it's a fair system."
stopped. Then began again.
"People are going to be really
"I think they should recount careful about setting up the ballots
the whole state by hand," said [in the future]," Fried said. "And
Fried. "It bothers me, the deligi- there's money being set aside for
tamizing of hand recounts, they new machinery."
go on everywhere. There are
Tweedie said the ballots are
obviously problems with the fine as is.
machines."
"It's fine the way it is because
But how will this election and every state is different," said

Golf

Tweedie. "[The ballots are] out in
the newspapers and on TV so people had a chance to see ahead of
time. If they thought they'd be
confused they should have looked
into it."
If a decision is ever made,
another concern is whether the
new president will be a
respectable and valid leader. With
an election this close, a nation
divided, and scats evenly divided
in Congress, the question remains
if Bush or Gore will be able to get
anything done once officially chosen as the new leader.
"I think he will have respect,"
said Tweedie. "They're so narrowly divided on the issues that
the people will be happy either
way."
from page 1

hold a $2 million price tag.
The golf course was originally a
dairy farm before Violette convertedit into a golf course in 1991.The
course is currently 18 holes and
there is a permit for nine more.
"I was thinking about putting it
on the market when I remembered
hearing about an essay contest for
a bed and breakfast years ago,"
Violette said. "This gives all types
of people, rich and poor, a chance
to own a golf course."
The deadline for essays originally was Dec.5, but it is being extended to allow time for more entries.
"We will be discussing extending the deadline this week, possibly extending it to March 1," said
Jason Wolfe of Wolfe Public

Relations firm.
So far about 600 essays have
been received from Maine to
California, including essays from
regulars of the course. The essays
will be judged by a panel of five
judges that have not been selected
yet. Essays will be judged on the
basis of originality, wit, inspiration, creativity, expression of
thought, human interest and the
conveyance of a genuine desire to
own Capital City Golf Course.
Each essay must open with the
line, "I would like to own Capital
City Golf Course because ...".
The essays must be accompanied
by a bank cashier's check, money
order or personal check for $200.
More information and the official

contest rules can be found at the
contest's Web site, www.winamainegolfcourse.com.
The site shows the charm of living in Maine, includes photos of
the course, descriptions and even
helpful hints on essay writing.
If Violette receives more than
20,000 entries three more prizes
will be awarded: a condominium
overlooking Rangeley Lake, a
$15,000 scholarship and a
$10,000 scholarship.
Violette is planning on retiring
again to move on to other projects
and passions. Violette worked 35
years for the state and more recently invented automatic retractable
This 18-hole golf course in Augusta can be won by submitting an
shoe spikes, for which he holds the essay and a $200
entry fee. PHOTO COURTESY OF VVWW.VVINAMAINEpatent.
GOLFCOURSE.COM

Unraveling the Book Buyback Mystery
-NNt
Which books may I sell?
You may sell any lixaik owned by you that:
*Is needed again on your J:ampu,s,
4HiLs a value in the national whotes.ale buyer's
guide.
(Ibis hook tlatahstoic lists I housanth of college textbcok
rifles and their current natioria: wholesale 'value;

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

or

Answers to Questions
Students Ask About
Buyback
As ,itudent, you may have questions
about the book buyback process.
UnfOrtunately, the very nature of the
process, which requires us to serve many
students quickly, makes if almost
impossiblefor all of your questions to be
answered when you sell your books. The
following is designed to explain the role of
the bookstore and the wholesaler in
supplying you with lower-priced textbooks.

Textbook buyback at the
University Bookstore runs from
Dec. 11 through Dec. 23
•
rt tttlii rt

#

#
0
0

n ti.4•4#01..
to t eoi

4t4,
•;"
, •

What determines the value a book?
If it being purchased by the bookstore for use
again on your campus, you can typically expect
loll of the new purchase price.
the book is not being used again on your
pus, it has -no vahJe to your bookstore,
Fortunately, your bookstore has arranged to
offer national wholesale market prices on your
campus.
The price offered in the national wholesale
buying guide is determined by v.everal factors.
including :
41'ublisher's retail or list price for the book.
'National demand for the hook,
*Unsold quantity of the hook already in
wholesaler's stuck,
know this book Ls being used again,
why did I only get the wholesale price
for the hook?
For one of the following reasous:
*The bookstore has not received a requisition
From the faculty member for the book,
*The bookstore has already obtained the. quantity
required.
I bought this hook brand new and
have kept it in mint condition. Why is
it now being called no value"?

"

kezitirtif.kf,Y.tt;

Although poor condition could be a factor itt
determining value, your new book is probably a
victim of one of the following; •
xThe publisher has produced or announced plans
for a new edition.
*Many pw of Ow kicik exist, hut few schnoLi are using a
*The wholesalu is overstocked .
When does it make sense to keep my book ts.selling?
*Any time you he a costly reference hook you will
need inin the future you may want to hold on to that boot
*Or, if you feel the Fwiee youir'e being offered is
less than the value you place on the book, you
should ketp
Eithrr way, we appreciate the chance. to make aa
offerfor your books.
What happens to wholesale books?
"They are packed and shipped to the wholesaler's
distribution center, where they are processed and
placed in their cimnputerized inventory. They are
then made available for purchase by bookstores
nationvy ide
How does this benefit me?
"By selling your used textbooks to your bookstore
and a national wholesaler, you are participating in a
process which makes quality .used hooks available
10 you and to •fuMre students at colleges all ova the
nation. Used textbooks represent One of the few
opportunities RI ,saiee titionoy as you pursue your
higher education.
Are there any other advantages?
'When you sell your books to your hookstme or
wholesaler, you are recycling. Selling back your
books involves you, the, bookstore and the whole•••iiler, in a prozess that has great value ft.4 the
ecology, your economy and yaw education.

"16.004...adoW/1/111111,0:*XtIt:
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TRUE OR FALSE?
25% OF PEOPLE SAY THEY CAN DETECT THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN HOW EACH NOSTRIL PERCEIVES SMELL.

AMERICANS EAT APPROXIMATELY
350 SLICES OF PIZZA PER SECOND.

7 OUT OF 100 AMERICANS HAVE
FLOSSED THEIR TEETH WITH THEIR HAIR.

MEN BURP 4.7 TIMES PER DAY
WHILE WOMEN BURP 2.1 TIMES PER DAY.

8% OF COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE NOT
WATCHED T.V. IN THE LAST WEEK.

NEARLY 2/3 OF COLLEGE STUDENTS DRINK ON AVERAGE
LESS THAN ONE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE PER DAY.*

3.9% OF WOMEN DON'T WEAR ANY UNDERWEAR.
6.4% OF MEN GO COMMANDO.

GUESS WHAT? EVERY ONE OF THESE IS TRUE. MOST IMPORTANTLY,
COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE MAKING RESPONSIBLE CHOICES ABOUT DRINKING.
THANKS FOR MAKING INTELLIGENT CHOICES THE NORM.
•
THE 200+

ANH EUSER.

PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES
OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF STATE UNIVERSITIES AND
LAND-GRANT COLLEGES (PIASULOAG)
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EDITORIAL
Online voting increases turnout An
The student government elections h-ave ended. The votes have been tallied and
we, the students, now have a new student body president elect.
But the current government, who have been head above the rest, deserve a firm
thanks and thumbs up for the work they have put into putting into place an accessible online voting system.
The folder, which was automatically added to each student's desktop, disseminated candidate information in a timely and easy-to-reach format. Each candidate
was equally represented and the profiles allowed voters to read information about
the candidates platforms written by the candidate. It allowed voters to gain a feel
for the candidates from the writer's voice.
The voting itself was simple. The program guided the voter through the ranks of
candidates and through the referendum questions. It took less than five minutes and
was a breeze.
Not only was the process an improvement but it also served to improve voter
turnout. According to Student Government, Inc. officials 1,800 students voted,
which marked an 100 percent increase from previous years. Anything which has the
ability to circumvent apathy at the University of Maine deserves a permanent spot.
The only action Student Government, Inc. should take in the future to further
improve the student voting system is to further publicize the ability of students to
vote online and heartily encourage them to do so.
The online voting system is a viable and important addition to the university
government system. It is imperative for the new government officers to follow up
the student-friendly practices of the outgoing office.

Horse tragedy shocks world
On Nov. 25, using high-powered rifles, two 16-year old boys shot and killed
horses that were grazing in a pasture in Pittsfield. The tragic incident has angered
animal lovers and compassionate human beings all over the world.
Such an inhumane crime deserves attention.
In an attempt to put pressure on the courts to give the boys a punishment that
suits their crime, a convoy will travel from the site of the shootings to the court
house this Saturday. The convoy in Maine will be matched by international efforts
in Canada, Australia and the Netherlands.
As word of the killings has spread, many have come to the realization that the
punishment most likely will not be severe. The boys are being charged with two
felony counts of reckless conduct with a firearm and one count of criminal mischief.
The situation lacks justice. If the boys had shot a wild animal the penalties would
have been much more severe. They would have been charged with poaching. But
because horses are domestic animals the boys will hardly be penalized.
To minimize animal abuse and discourage people from killing helpless pets, the
penalties should be stricter. Someone who abuses domestic animals should receive
the same penalty as someone who poaches.
Hopefully the convoy will serve the purpose which organizers have set out for it.
These horses did not die in vain and their deaths may prompt legislators to take a
closer look at animal welfare laws.

Editorials are the opinions ofand written by the editorial board, whose members are Stanley Dankoski, Kris Healey, John Contreraz, Kimberly Leonard,
Pemiy Morton, Scott Shelton, Kelly Michaud, Abel Gleason and Justin Bellows.
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unusual Friday night

Preceding
the
easily put the test of the
This last Friday afterSteiner's performance
competitors to shame.
noon I was pretty thirsty
was a Maine Women's a
Finally, the Steiners
after a long, dry week of
capella group named
made their way out to the
not drinking. I dived
Renaissance. I'm just
stage by personal introheadfirst into a thirty
realizing that my vocabduction.
They saved
pack of Beast Light and
ulary is not as good as I
Mac Mullen for last, as it
started deciding what I
was an important
was going to do with
night for him. Our
my night. That's when
section gave Mac a.
one of my friends frorn
George Woodward
whole lot of noise
Washburn, the legendary Matt Bradeen, Special to the Campus when he came out on
stage to do his thing.
reminded me that there
The concert began
was a Maine Steiner's
and I was immediately
concert in the Union. I
thought it was because I
impressed at the level of
was on the fence about
have no friggin' clue how
talent that the Steiners
going, but the deciding
to spell a capella. I'm
possess. I found myself
factor was that it was the
also too lazy to get up
really enjoying a type of
final concert for one of
music that I never listen
my fraternity brothers, and go find a dictionary,
so lets just move on.
to. It was nice to hear
Mac Mullen. I figured it
Renaissance was a
good voices without a
would be cool to go
very talented group of
whole bunch of synthecheer him on for his big
sizing and junk in the
farewell.
So, Matt, singers, to say the least.
I'm not sure how long
background. It was also
myself, and my friend
they have been in exisobvious that the rest of
Ekim Brown went to the
tence, but they were polthe audience was into the
Steiner's concert pretty
ished in their performconcert by their reactions
hammered.
ance. The only bad part
at the end of each song.
We arrived at the
about this part of the
I could go on and on,
Union to find that the
I guess the point I'm
but
show
was
that
Matt
and
I
auditorium was absolutetrying
to make here is
could
hear
the
urinal
ly packed for the start of
it
that
was
names.
Bad.
nice to go to a
calling
our
the show. Luckily we
fun
we
event
song
on
At
the
end
of
a
campus that
were able to grab some
was
seats
not
sports
our
out
of
jumped
related.
seats with a bunch of my
I'm not a very artsy guy,
and did a dead sprint out
brothers from Pi Kappa
but I had a hell of a time
of the auditorium that
Alpha. which by the way
at
the Steiner's concert.
would
have
made
Jesse
is the best fraternity
Owens
proud.
Much
to
Congratulations
to all
eveeeeeeer! Ok, no more
of
the
involved
for
a
great
perthe
dismay
bad inside jokes, back to
to
formance,
especially
girls
that
sat
annoyed
the story. So I grab a seat
Mac Mullen who was
our left, we returned to
just in time for the introoutstanding
in
his
the concert shortly after.
duction, which was hanbetween
farewell show. Steiners
In
dled by ex-Steiner Matt
Renaissance and the
rule!
Small. However, Matt
Steiners, Matt Small held
was more of an opening
a singing contest onstage
act all by himself as he
with several audience
comedy
provided
George Woodward is
members. We persuaded
throughout the show,
a - second-year journalMatt Small to pick my
whether it was in the
ism major.
friend Ryan Gould who
script or not.

Use your head..
...always wear a condom.
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OPINION
The new 'miracle cure'
I was hung-over all weekend.
Really hung-over.
Especially Sunday. I was also
pretty sick all week. The
strange thing is that I realized
this morning, after all this,
that I looked better physically
than I ever have. What does
this mean?
I think I've
unlocked a new, fun, easy to
adhere to diet: the hangover.
Your basic garden-variety
hangover works by cutting
down the time you are awake.
The longer you are awake, the
more you eat, right? So if you
are hung-over, you sleep to
about one p.m., cutting
through hours of wasteful eattime. Had you gotten up at
eight or even nine o'clock in
the overrated "a.m." you
would have had breakfast and
probably lunch by now. You
also lose many hours of productivity, but if you want to
make an omelet you've got to
break some eggs.
So you wake up at one
p.m., hung-over and basically
feeling like a human toilet.
The beauty of it is that since
you are hung-over, the concept of food doesn't even
enter your mind. You've
fooled your body into repairing your liver ,instead of getting hungry. The last thing

you think about is food.
Because I have been hung-over
all weekend, I have only eaten
twice. I didn't need to eat the
rest of the time. It just never
occurred to me. I was so preoccupied on trying to stop the
invisible hammers pounding

on my brain and eyeballs that
my stomach never even grumbled.
When I finally got around
to eating, not because I was
hungry but because I realized I
hadn't eaten in over 24-hours,
normally good food tasted horrible. I loathed it. I almost
didn't know why I was eating
at all.
Being really sick helps also.
All these aforementioned
things apply when you are
really sick. You never want to
eat because you're distracted
by your own miserable condition. This is what separates
this diet from starvation. You
know you're hungry if you
starve yourself. Hell, food is
all you think about. But when
hung-over or sick, you either

don't think about eating or
don't want to.
By now I'm sure you're
saying, "but Mark, this sounds
too good to be true. We've
seen the pro's, how about the
con's?"
Well, I figure being really
sick and hung-over most of
time are a pretty big cons.
Also, you have to give up most
of the day and keep up an
almost inhuman pace of alcohol consumption. Say "goodbye" to fat and "hello" to ugly,
large discolorations under your
eyes! There's also more of a
chance of passing out at any
moment due to your body trying to process whatever it can
as fuel.
Math and critical thinking
become impossible. You also
lose control of even the simplest motor skills; like walking. You might forget to do
things like homework, showering, or breathing. Technically,
all this diet really does is kill
your body from the inside out,
but hey, that's where the dedication comes into play.

Murk Mercier jot
year English majdr.

Don't forget those less fortunate
It's that time of year again;
Christmas, Hanukkah, the
"holiday season." The time of
year where everything is supposed to be joyful and jolly
for everyone. Unfortunately
it's not this way for all families.
Some families don't have
the money to provide for their
loved ones just what they
hoped they could. The truth of
the matter is that some kids
will be waking up to nothing
on Christmas morning. It's
sad and unfortunate, and it
happens in every town, city
and state all over the country.
my
remember
Christmases being great. I
would wake up my sister really early in the morning when
it was still so dark outside,
where we couldn't yet see if
Santa's reindeer had taken the
carrots we'd left.
We'd proceed to the tree
decorated with all of our
homemade ornaments on it
and search for the gifts Santa
had left for us. It was always
such a special day; one of the
most exciting days of the year
when you're a kid. What
made it special in the end,
though, was the mere fact that
my family had some money to

spend in order to ensure that it
was a great Christmas.
We were by no means rich, but
my parents had enough money to
at least provide us with a memorable Christmas every year.

The joys of Christmas
morning are such a huge part of
my childhood that without such
a trivial thing such as that I
know my childhood would've
been so different. That's why it
makes it so sad to realize that
many kids won't be experiencing what I was lucky to experience. Many children won't be
waking up to a warm house or
a big breakfast, let alone presents from Santa Claus.
And that is precisely why
we lucky the ones need to pitch
in and help those less fortunate
than we. Small gestures such as
when you are walking out of a
grocery store don't ignore
those people dressed in those
red suits ringing a bell. Instead,
give them your spare change.
No matter how little it may
seem to you, it's a lot to the

families and little boys and
girls who will be receiving it.
There are also things such
as the Santa's Helper Fund
from the Salvation Army
where you can merely send as
little or as much money as a
donation for less fortunate
families. To send money to this
organization to help out people
around the area, please write to
P.O. Box 1329, Bangor, ME
04402. It's a great organization
and one absolutely worth your
time.
After all, it is the season of
giving. Do something nice for
someone else no matter if you
already know him or her or
not. I can guarantee you that
the children's parents will be
greatly appreciative just as
they see the looks on their kid's
faces upon waking up to a tree
surrounded by presents.

Thoughtless music or
thoughtless people?
Inspired from the opening
dialogue to High Fidelity I ask,
which came first—the thoughtless music or the thoughtless
people? It's easy to complain
about violence and sex in
movies and
video games,
criticize
Manson for
his anti-religious themes
or Rage for
their activist lyrics, but nobody
ever talks about the empty,
inept lyrics by pop artists ranging from Matchbox 20 to Limp
Bizkit, from Kid Rock to
Mariah Carey, Blink-182, blah,
blah, blah, you know the rest.
Similar to my qualm with all
those Delta Kappa Crappas on
campus, these artists lack substance and originality, a personal
ideology if you will. If you flush
away artists' gold chains,
Tommy gear, flashy dance
moves,supply some food to their
anorexic bodies and exclusively
look at the power of their lyrics,
what remains? The answer is a
thong and a whole lot of empty
lyrics; any originality is equivalent to a great big fart.
Without a manufactured

What gives? Do these pop
artists lack originality because
society lacks a movement? Let
us recall the 60s. For the first
time TV brought the Vietnam
War, images of Kennedy's
death,
and
Lee Harvey
Oswald's
murder, into
homes.
While these,
and
many
more, surreal images were tearing people apart, music on the
radio was a unifier. The threat
of anarchy beget musical leaders such as Bob Dylan ("Like a
Rolling Stone"), Janis Joplin,
Stevie Wonder, Simon and
Garfunkel, Muddy Waters,
Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr,
Led Zeppelin, The Velvet
Underground and an immense
number more who captivated,
controlled and stirred the
hearts of millions.
Vietnam may not exist
today, but the IMF and World
Bank are slowly gaining pervasive control of the globe;
sweatshops exist in China and
Boston alike; the U.S. is
becoming more involved in the
Columbian drug-guerrilla war,

style EntI nein illtnrrei simply *by -

another wife beater and
"Crusty" Aguilera would take
up a stool at Margaritas with
the rest of the sorority girls.
Without the wave of his father's
reputation, which he is turning
into a used condom, Jacob
Dylan just might not be an
artist.
Not surprisingly,
Slipknot would still be a bunch
of monkeys with dumb masks
and very little to say and Ricky
Martin would not be turning
Latin music into a toilet bowl.
Also, please don't tell me you
listen to Mariah Carey for her
inspirational words. We all
know the sleeves of her CD's are
samples of quasi-hustler pics.
The Barenaked Ladies sound
cute and have a catchy beat, but
eating Chinese food four days in
a row gets old too. Christ, these
artists have more hot air than
Monica Lewinsky's autobiography. At least her book, as well as
her dress, had a smear of something worth talking about.

arguably a very domestic matter; and the Israelies and
Palestines are at arms over historic beliefs. Closer to home,
the rich are still getting richer
while the poor are getting
poorer (check out the census
sometime), and civil rights still
aren't socially acceptable
amongst everyone. Thus, have
we lost a reason or have we
simply lost the music?
Ironically, with Internet and
all those palm gadgets, we
appear to be more detached
from reality and less patient. If
things aren't performed as fast
as McDonald's service we
shake our rattles and whimper.
Be skeptical. Listen to the
lyrics. Otherwise, instant gratification, efficient mastication,
and lyrics lacking intellectual
stimulation may be the downfall to our minds and music.
Jason Moor is a senior
English major.

friends
don't let friends
drive drunk
Angela Fiandaca is a firstyear journalism major.
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Entertainment
Dr

Pewlaw

by Qbe.13/eaSon

1:1000 FIRST CAME INTO THE
SPOTH6HY AS IRE OWLS tulL0
OF LIOENOART AERoes
LOPMAO AND EILI-IAN
AIIIOUg, TWE OIRISINAL
FOUNOVIS OF PRIME NEARLY
35 TEARS A60

N
WOK'S, PRIME NA
ANNOUNCEO THE RETURN OF
VICTOR ARIOUI. ALSO
KNOWN AS PENULTIMATE
AN TO THEIR TEAM LINEUP

RWO Www.F NOT PENINSULA OAT
FIRST SET OF FRATERNAL
CON.TOINE0 raorers TOE
MAGNET BASIES ARE TWO FIRST
SULa SET TO OE 10WO AT
THE EUTTOZNS.

4

TWS WOWS COMES AS SOMETHING OF A
SURPRISE FOLLOWING AITIOLW ROLE
IN THE OEATNS OR FOUR MENOCRS
OF NE SRAPIS OF WRATH A RARIGAICOMMUNIST SECT, OUDiN6 AN 5TTEMPTE0
SAAR EOMIINE EARLIER THIS WEEK.
AITIOUS' USE OF LITTNAL Para
WAS NIAVILT SLTIUTiNILEO BY TNE
C,TY'S OFFARTMENT OF SUPERWOMAN
WEARS.

HEN ASNE0 WHAT LOMPELtEO
AMOUS TO RETURN TO
PENINSULA OAT'S FOREMOST
cAORE OF NEROES AFTER
A MANS OF SOME TiVELtIl
TEARS FRiEmO ANC. ROOMMATE
NICK FARENNEIT, 13E5T KNOWN
AS FRONTMAN FOR THE PoPuLAa
LOCAL. BLUEGRASS RANO ONE TON
OUMPTRUCX. SAIP ONLY TEAT
THE MOVE WAS NEWS ro HIM
;WO PRoCEE0E0 TO OSWER OUR
s. CAMERA ITS FROM THE

FOLLOWING IPS PARENT'S ONTIMITL
OWNS AT TWE NANG'S OF
UNKNOWN ASSAILANTS, ARIOUS
WITNOREW FROM Tiff PROMINENT
METROPOLITAN SUPERNERO
COMMUNITY AND RIPSIENEO
HIS MEMBERSHIP IN PRIME AT
Tut AGE OF SIXTEEN. CITING
TROUBLING PERSONAL ISSUES

H1,1,1,
11,41
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by phil flickinger(www.1-e-x.com

This HAS TO BE 1"I4E MOST BORING
LEcTuRE EVER, GIVEN. I CAN'T
BELIEVE I HAVE To SIT HERE
FOR ANoTHER HouR .

flHiRTY-SIX MINUTES... ANP
TEN SECoNPS. IM STAgiNG
AT MY WATCH
SLowLY
viATcHraCy... TimE .
rAss.

You'VE pRomece 9EEN IN my
SHOES iF You'vE STARED AT A
DIGITAL_ CLOCK ENOUGH ro
CONTEMPLATE vim- THE TIME Io;o8
USE'S THE MOST LITTLE LINES.
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Crossword

S0 Remove dishes
from
fanfare
61
DeWitt Clinton's
31 Lawyer: Abbr.
canal
34 Fencing move
62 Persia, today
36"
dare to eat
63 Cooks in a
Eliot
a peach"':
caldron
37 Estate division
64 Ancient Briton
38 Sick
65 Diligence
42 Abound
66 Pick up on
43 Triple lump
67 Easy throw
feature
can I
68'What
44 High schoolers
say?"
45 Slalom curve
46 "25 words or
42
DOWN
less" event
45
49 H.S.T.'s
1 Awestruck
successor
2 Four Corners
50 The'F" in F.Y.I.
state
51 With 7-Down,
3 Swizzle
statement at a
4 Vietnam's capital
do-or-die
5 Snoopy,for one 60
moment
6
Bacon serving
53 Ceaselessly
63
7 See 51-Across
66
8 Intertwine
STO! si44 AVIStel*V
9 Woody Allen's

ACROSS
1 Send overnight,
for example
5 Hat's edge
9 Chin indentation
girl!"
14
15 Deftness
is Consumer
Reports
employee, e.g.
17 Hurl
is Garage sale
warning
19 Little
(part
of the Big Apple)
20 Undergoing
severe trials
23 Any of the
Antilles
24 Scouting unit
25 Pharmaceutical
watchdog grp.
Lagoa _A•tv

Pi%

28 Announces with

1/01 FINS MI.,

No.0427

Edited by Will Shortz
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Puzzle by Gregory E. Paul

Misdemeanors" 30 Depressed
10 Mr. Chips's class 31 Hankered (for)
in "Goodbye, Mr. 32 The way things
Chips"
are going
11 Abbr. at the end 33 To the point
of a list
35 Turquoise or
12 Collapsed
topaz
13 Sample
37 Broke bread
21 Wedding worker
39 Rose feature
22 Jockey Arcaro
40 Sweetie
25 "Peter and the
41 Room at the top
Wolf" bird
48 English Lit, e.g.
26 Desert features
47 High standards
27 Peruvian peaks
,,4p,Ben covers

57 Mouth-to-mouth
so Mares' young
52 Bread serving
56 Mercury and
Saturn, for
53 Burn balm
instance
54 Bridle strap
55 Part of U.S.D.A.: 59 On bended
Abbr.
56 Tom, Dick and
60 "60 Minutes"
network
Harry, e.g.
Answers to any three clues in this puzzle
are available by touch-tone phone:
1-900-420-5656 (750 per minute).
Annual subscriptions are available for the
best of Sunday crosswords from the last
50 years. 1 -888-7-ACROSS.
„
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CAMPUS DECISION 2000
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ELECTION RESULTS:
a

PRESIDENT

REFERENDUM QUESTIONS

Matt Allen
Gustavo Burkett
Eric Conrad
Travis Kennedy

394
339
193
307

Fred Odera

474

QUESTION #1

YES
1639

NO
137

Are you in favor of changing the University of Maine Student

Government, Inc. Constitution to move the Presidential and
Vice-Presidential elections from February to December?

QUESTION #2

1349

344

Are you in favor of changing the University of Maine Student

Government, Inc. Constitution so that in the event that the
University of Maine Student Government, Inc. dissolves all
assets are to be redistributed to the undergraduate student
body?

QUESTION

980

#3

797

Are you in favor of changing the University of Maine Student
Government, Inc. Constitution to allow the election of Executive
Budgetary Committee members once a year?
FRED ODERA

QUESTION #4

VICE PRESIDENT
Matt Gagnon
Aaron Prill
Kamal Shannak

517
442
675

1495

256

Are you in favor of changing the University of Maine Student
Government, Inc. Constitution to allow the President of Student
Government, with the approval of the General Student Senate,
the ability to choose his or her own cabinet members with certain restrictions?

QUESTION #5

1229

429

Are you in favor of removing provisos that contain outdated

information from the University of Maine Student Government,
Inc. Constitution?

QUESTION #6

1481

254

Are you in favor of removing the term "Service Board" from the
University of Maine Student Government, Inc. Constitution in an
effort to create a more flexible and objective structure?

KAMAL SHANNAK

The Maine Campus congratulates all Student Government candidates!
• Voter turnout for the 2000 elections was estimated at more than 1,800, an increased
response from the university community of approximately 80%!
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Student takes racing to extremes
By Brad Rego
For The Maine Campus

Ever gotten a ho-down while
hanging from the ledge of a fifteen-foot wall covered with
Crisco?
Peter Buehner has.
As a matter of fact, the 1998
University of Maine graduate has
experienced loads of craziness of
that sort as a result of being one of
the select few who compete in ecochallenge races that are aired on
the Outdoor Life Network. But not
only does he compete, he wins.
On Oct. 22 Buehner's threeman extreme-team, sponsored by
Activate.co.uk, won the Hi-Tech
Series
Racing
Adventure
Championship in New York City.
His team, comprised of UMaine
graduate Michael Pape, Shane
Nachin and Buehner,competed in
eight races over the season, with
four second-place finishes, one
third, one fourth and an eleventh.
Then,of course, came the big win
in the final, which secured the
Points
Total
Series'
Championship.
Not bad, considering how
nearly 350 teams raced in each
event, and about 150 vied for the
Series' Final Championship in
N.Y.C. Though, technically, by
that time only three teams had a

legitimate shot at winning the
Total Points Championship.
Nonetheless, Buehner's team
took both of those honors, and
thus were the indisputable recipients of the five foot tall beast of a
championship trophy which now
resides within the Nachin's home,
somewhere in Connecticut.
But what does one have to go
through in order to attain an
absurdly large trophy and the distinction of being among the best
all-around athletes in the nation?
A hellish amount of trail running,
mountain biking, kayaking and
orienteering.
Each race consists of about ten
miles of running, fifteen miles of
biking, two miles of kayaking and
a five-mile orienteering portion in
which each team is handed a map
and compass and are pointed into
a forest where they must find a
number of markers and make
appearances at the designated
checkpoints.
Participants also face "transition challenges," such as large
greased walls that must be overcome — on one Buehner had his
shorts yanked off by the scrapping climbers below — and other
unusual obstacles that put each
team's guile to the test, while
allowing for some fun and giving
spectators the opportunity to
observe a significant portion of

the action. Of course, without
teamwork and smarts these obstacles would be virtually impassable to the ordinary human.
"The series really stresses
teamwork. If you split up, you're
screwed," he said.
But, obviously, adventure racing isn't all about Crisco, teamwork and inflatable kayaks. It's
also about crashes. The races
usually last three to five hours,
which allows plenty of time for
the occurrence of wipe-outs.
"You crash all the time,"
according to Buehner.
In fact, during the mountain
biking leg of the championship
race, Nachin took a disastrous
3°14
spill which left him with a sepastate
befuddled
a
rated shoulder,
of consciousness and a new-fangled seatless bike.
But that mishap didn't stop the
team. Buehner traded bikes with
his injured teammate, sent him on
his dizzy way and pedaled the
seatless monstrocity to the leg's
end, because teams must finish Peter Beunher, UMaine graduate student, competes in eco-chalintact. After all, a team ceases to lenge faces. CAMPUS PHOTO BY KAREN MCMULLIN.
be a team when one of its members is left to fend for himself in Buehner has for adventure racing, and Pittsburgh.
"It doesn't matter where you
the woods, pinned beneath a dis- the competitions offered travel
Anyone who finishes earns
place.
interacsocial
quality
of
and a lot
figured mountain bike.
he said.
respect,"
He
teams.
rival
So, the road to the champi- tion with the
has been racing for a
Buehner
country,
onship was long and arduous, but journeyed across the
the rewards were many. Aside with races in L.A., Sacramento,
See EXTREME RACER on page 12
from satiating the love that Dallas, Miami, Atlanta, Hartford
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Saturday night, local jam
Wells Conference Center. Saturday,
the Neil Jackson Band will be at the heroes the Neil Jackson Band take
on Orono's favorite pub. The
Bear Brew Pub in Orono.
Loud Neighbor, formerly show starts at 9 p.m. at the Bear
Shufflin' Tremble, is no stranger to Brew and looks to be another solid
Orono. Having played two con- performance by the southern rock
secutive Bumstock festivals the influenced quartet. Anyone who
group has been well-received by has seen NJB perform knows they
the university community. Across put on the best show in town.
New England, in fact, the six-piece Playing a mix of seventies stanLoud Neighbor has been catching dards and original tunes, the roots
on. Riding the recent success of rockers will surely pack the house.
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The view from the other side of the stage UMaine takes humorous look
By Dominic Varney

Special to The Maine Campus

Master of Ceremonies and he graciously said he would after producing and directing "Broadway
Rocks."
Now the question was who
was going to perform with us?

up!" slogan ... we wanted to top
that. Thomas thought nothing
would be more funny than picking the next boy band.
On Dec. 1, at 7 p.m. the Hauck
Auditorium, doors were opened

at dysfunctional family
By Julia Hall
For The Maine Campus

Upon returning to school in
September we, The Maine
"The Marriage of Bette and
Steiners, had much to accomBoo," a play by Christopher
plish. We had just returned from a
Durang, will be held in the Cyrus
tour across Europe with the
Pavilion Theater beginning
University Singers and were rearThursday, Dec. 7.
ing to make new music with five
The play is one young man's
new members.
recount of his family history.
Three months ago we spoke to
Matt, son of title characters Bette
Dave Adkins at the School of
and Boo, brings the audience to
Performing Arts and reserved
the marriage day of his parents,
Hauck Auditorium for an event
and through many jumps forward
we knew was going to be a turnand backward tries to make sense
ing point for the new group. We
out of his dysfunctional family.
had a goal to make our music
The characters of the play include
more appealing to college stuMatt Hudlocke, his parents Bette
dents, turning to pop music off the
and
Boo, quirky and messed-up
radio, and straying from a barberfamily
members, the Doctor and
shop style sound.
The UMaine women's vocal group performed last Friday evening
Father
Donnally,
the family priest.
quickly in Hauck Auditorium to a sold-out crowd. CAMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT
As
December
approached we spent many hours SHELTON.
learning new songs such as
"Promise" by Eve 6 and "Real
and people began to take their
By Hannah Jackson
and
Steiners
World" by Matchbox 20. We also Well, we didn't even have to think seats.
The
For The Maine Campus
began performing more around twice about who we wanted to Renaissance were in their practice
New England. The Granite share the stage with. A year ago a rooms getting dressed and warmThe Fall 2000 semester has
Festival at the University of New female a capella group called ing up. The energy was high.
brought us many things: a confusing
Hampshire in November helped Renaissance was formed on cam- Glitter was everywhere!
Just before 7:30 p.m. we and drawn-out presidential election,
us perfect our stage presence and pus. They sing a wide variety of
gave us added confidence to per- music and had performed with us made our way to back stage and construction progress on our new
form in front of a home crowd.
numerous times before. We invit- anxiously awaited our cue to go Union and new parking ticket prices.
Thanksgiving break came and ed them to be our special guests on, but the house manager However, there is one thing we
radioed that doors were going to haven't experienced and that is conwent and we found ourselves a and they agreed.
week away from performing. We
During the week of our concert stay open until all the seats were ceits puton by Student Entertainment.
hours
on
forma"We had planned on Wyclefcomspent hours ,and
we practiced non-stop to make full! We waited patiently not
knowing
what
to
expect.
At
7:40
ing
in October, but that fell through
tions and microphone technique. everything perfect. We also wantdoors
closed
and
Matthew
B.
the
We called upon two former ed to put together a skit in the
Steiners, Aaron Hermes and middle of our set of songs. We Small, our MC, took the stage.
Matthew B. Small, for their turned to fellow Steiner, Thomas The crowd roared. We knew that
expertise. Aaron helped us with Clark, to come up with it. We this was going to be a night to
By Kate Williams
our sound board and advised us in wanted something that was cur- remember!
For The Maine Campus
how to sing with our new sound rent and that most -everyone
We just wanted to do two
111P.
mt,
system as well as giving us great would relate to. In the past we had songs to warm up the crowd
In its ninth season the Bangor
ideas on arrangements and voic- mocked "Who Wants To Be A before Renaissance performed. Area Children's choir will perform
in s. We asked Matthew to be our Millionaire" and the "Whassss Our first song was "41" by the a two-choir program. The choir
Dave Matthews Band. After a was founded by directors Michele
shaky beginning we gradually got Hall and Jean Sigler in 1992.
comfortable on the stage and with
This year both conductors are
the microphones. Mac Mullen excited to have the two-choir prosounded great and pulled us gram, as well as the support from
through that initial home town surrounding towns.
shock. "Semi-Charmed Life"
The Choir includes children
with Keith Luhmann singing the aged nine to 16-years-old while
lead ended the set, but in the the chorale consists of students
middle of the song Matthew from the seventh grade to juniors
Small jumped on stage, grabbed in high school. Sigler directs of
Keith's mic and began singing the chorale and Hall directs the 55
the song! None of us knew this member choir.The children reprewas going to happen, but since
Matthew had toured with us for a
The Maine Steiners, while opening Friday night for Renaissance,
year we knew what he was capa-

Durang's play is famous for
being both hilarious and horrendous at the same time. This morbid humor is what attracts those
who involved in the production.
Tom Mikotowicz, director of
"Bette and Boo" said "Believe it
or not, we had lots of amusement
working on this script, with the
dead babies that are flung onstage,
the Catholic priest who impersonates frying bacon and the dead
stroke victim who portrays a
father, as well as the death,
alcoholism."
divorce
and
Mikotowicz said he sees the play
as an outrageous and insightful
perspective of the human condition.
The comedy jumps back and
See BETTE AND BOO on page 12

Student Entertainment update
due to circumstances beyond our
control," said Lisa Wellman,
Advertising Manager of the Student
Entertainment Committee.
One show that happened this
year was Howie Day at the MCA,
but as for big-name acts, there
haven't been any on campus.
Wellman says the main reason
for the lack of shows on campus
has been bad timing.
See ENTERTAINMENT on page 12

Bangor Children's Choir concert
sent 11 towns in the Bangor Area,
and 18 schools including public,
private and home schooling.
The Bangor Area Children s
Choir and Youth Chorale will be
performing in their first public
concert as a "two-choir" organization on Dec. 8 at 7 p.m. at the All
Soul's Congregational Church.
The Youth Chorale will perform Franck's "Panis Angelicus,"
with a guest soprano, Karen
Pendleton. Also, they will include
three Renaissance Madrigals and
a contemporary "Swing Low
Sweet Chariot."
sing,
will
Choir
The
See CHOIR on page 12

Warm weather. Hot flights.

welcomed back former Steiner and M.C. of the evening events,
Matt Small, to perform "Semi-charmed Life" for an enthusiastic
audience. CAMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.

See STEINERS on page 12

Do you like working with children?
Need flexible work hours?
Seek morejob satisfaction?
Have at least a high school diploma or CEO?

Behavioral Specialist I & II
Developmental Therapists
Direct Care Workers
We are committed to achieving the highest standards of client care
through superior staff training & support. If you would like to learn
more about job opportunities in the Behavioral Health field, call us
now at 992-7010 to register for a free 2 hour seminar in which we
will introduce our company and describe the working environment
and the challenges and rewards of working in this field.

Mainers have *sharp eye for good
deals. So it comes as no surprise that
everyone is taking advantage of the
affordable daily flights direct from
Hangar to Orlando and the Caribbean.
Even Montgomery here was excited to
get a break from the cold and catch
some rays on the beach.
Looking for warm weather yourself?
These flights are but tickets

•

New!! Book Now!!

mommew.
USAirways introduces larger
=r,
u.s AiRwA ys planes on flights to Boston.

Thg

PLEASE SEND RESUME TO: Rowena Tessman, PhD., RN-CS
Mail: P.O. Box 399, Stillwater, ME 04489 Fax: (207)-992-7011
E-Mail: jobs@digital-north.com

l'or great flights and affordable
beach and golf vacations take flight
at www.flybangor.cons or conlact
your local travel agent todayl
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Extreme racer
few years. One of his first was the
1997 Marsh Island Adventure
Race, which was organized by
MaineBound co-director Jeff
Hunt, who has put it on every
year since.

from page 10
Buehner is currently working
toward his MBA and looking for
new sponsorship. He plans on
forming a new team that will contend for the co-ed championship
next year. The co-ed teams win

cash prizes and get the prime TV
coverage.
"It's a great sport for people who
are competitive but haven't found
their niche yet." And it's always
nice to be on the winning team.

.• tudent
Can l'I'ClIderg:.a

forth over a period of twenty years
where the characters experience
life's pain, joy and humor. "The
play is funny, fast paced and
intense. Watching these people ...
helps us to examine our own lives
with dignity and humor," said
Michelle E. McCann, a fourth year
theater major who plays Bette.
The play revolves around Bette
and Boo, who against the wishes of
their doctor, continue to try and have
more children after their first, Matt, is
born. The various family members
show the weakness and absurdity
within the human condition. With
everything from nose spray addiction to mental instability to alco-

from page 11
holism, the play's characters make
this play notoriously dark and entertainingly absurd. Author Christopher
Durang frequently expressed that the
play was autobiographical. In a 1998
interview, Durang admitted that it's
also his favorite: "Since it's based on
my parents, it's more emotionally
close to me than some of my more
surreal plays."
"The Marriage of Bette and Boo"
will be showing at the Cyrus
Pavilion Theater Dec. 7-9, 14-16 at
7:30 p.m. and Dec. 10 and 17 at 2
p.m. General admission is $8 dollars, or free with MaineCard. Tickets
are available at the door and at the
MCA box office.

Steiners
ble of! It was hilarious!
Renaissance took the stage as
we prepared for our next set. Our
hearts were pounding. We had
never sung in front of such a
crowd. Their excitement and
energy was enormous. Our
excitement and energy was enormous. We couldn't wait to sing
again. Standing back stage we listened to the phenomenal women
of Renaissance perform with ease
and comfort. They sounded wonderful. Their final song was, "I
Need You Baby," by Lauren Hill.

Entertainment
"Either the bands we want
aren't coming or the venues aren't
available to showcase them," she
said.
Student
No
other
Entertainment members were
unavailable for comment.
Wellman also added that
money is not an issue.
"We have a few discussion folders
on FirstClass and a great deal of input
from committee members," she said.
Many suggestions such as GLove, Outkast, Government Mule,
L.L. Cool J., Godsmack, Weezer,
Bloodhound Gang, Green Day and
many others have been made in the
folders "Entertainment Ideas" and
"Big Name Acts" on FirstClass.
Rebecca McFalls, a secondyear student said she thinks the
reason UMaine hasn't seen much
for concerts this year may be due

Choir

yvai ;314/1
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Bette and Boo
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111101

C

from page 11

It't 4/i/

Bernstein's,"Gloria Tibi", and also
have a guest, tenor Ludlow
Harmon. Two other special guests
who will perform are; flutist,
Patricia Eames,and UMaine music
professor and oboist, Dr. Louis
Hall who will accompany the choir
with musical selections like
"Celtic Lullaby" and "Patapan."
The Choir and Chorale will
combine and perform four selections spanning the Baroque to
Contemporary periods, which
include; "Soli Deo Gloria", by
Praetorius, and "May the Road Rise
to Meet You" by Ruth Schram.
Admission is free and donations are accepted at the door.
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The Marriage of Bette and
Boo
Cyrus Pavilion Theatre,
7:30 p.m.

""'60 Minutes of Funk,
Mixtape Volume IV,"
Funkmaster Flex

• Happencngs

12/8
Old-Fashioned Christmas
Party
Page Farm and Home
Museum,7 p.m.

• Ongoings
Evenzs

Locally:
12/6
Cinematique
DPC, Devino Auditorium,
7 p.m.

Concert: Loud Neighbor
Wells Commons,9p.m.

"X," K-Ci & Jojo
"The Understanding,"
Memphis Bleek
"Renegades,"
Rage Against the Machine
"In the Flesh," Roger Waters:

Performance by the Oratorio
Society
St. John's Episcopal Church,
Bangor, 7:30 p.m,

12/9
An Evening of Poetry with
UMaine Students
Borders, Bangor, 8 p.m.

12/7
Wreath-making Workshop
Page Farm and Horne
Museum,7 p.m.

12/10
Yuletide Concert
MCA,2 p.m.

Chicago
MCA,7 p.m.

New in Music for the
week of 12/5:
"Live," Alice in Chains

Spring Break 2001
caricula ist Bahamas
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It blew us away. They were hav- began to sing as the lights slowing fun and it showed.
ly faded in, and the next thing
It was time. The Steiners we knew we were bowing. It all
stood back stage, some of us did went so fast. We couldn't have
push ups to ease our nerves, oth- asked for a better crowd. Their
ers sat and concentrated on their intensity and excitement were
moves. Matthew announced us unmeasurable. They made our
one by one and we took the night unforgettable. We look
stage to various types of music forward to singing again in the
playing in the background. The spring.
crowd yelled so loud that the
_Thanks again to Renaissance,
music was hardly heard. We Matthew B. Small, Aaron Hermes
couldn't stop smiling. We didn't and David Adkins. But even more
stop smiling.
so to the crowd. We couldn't have
The lights went out, we asked for more.
from page 11
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from page 11

to lack of a good venue, because
of the Union construction.
"I like seeing local artists as
well as some more established
bands. It would be great to see
Seeking Homer again," she said.
"I think that the WMEB concert Saturday proves that the campus would like to see more alternative/punk bands," McFalls added.
Wellman added there has been
a substantial turn-out of people
joining the Student Entertainment
Committee and a small show is in
the works for Dec. 14. The show
will feature two small bands and
will take place in a heated tent on
campus.
As for Bumstock, Wellman
says it is much too early to say
what will happen with Bumstock,
but the first meeting on the issue
will take place tomorrow.

,\1 '1 ut
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New on Video for 12/5:
Gone in 60 Seconds
Nutty Professor It
Land Before Time VII
St._Francisville Experiment
Trixie
Groove
The Terrorist
A Good Baby
Delivered
Hammers Over the Anvil

Use your head...
...always wear a condom.

Eat, Drink. Travel For Free

WANTED CAMPUS REPS
Far a frit= bolo"lira cail *u Tit Free

The Maine Campus —

(877)460-6077
www.usasprinehreak...com

0
$2.00 OFF ANY
CARWASH

25.CalltirMtneiLLS Yeats :I')f Student Mr.s.1:01

11011LS: 11-1; EVERYDAY
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Rec sports on raquetball tourney, upcoming events
By Felicia Skira
Rec Sports Reporter
This week in Recreational
Sports, the coed "B" Racquetball
results are as follows:
The All Stars,(Van Nguyen &
Alan Sherburne), beat The
Skunks,(Shawn Rioux &'Crystal
Crowell), 15 - 6, 13 - 15, 15 13 for
the championship.
The intramural Hot Shot tournament will be held on Sunday,
Dec. 10, 8-10 p.m. in the
Memorial Gym. This is a basketball accuracy shooting contest. It
is similar to the Three-Point Shot
Contest but with 18 stations and
no time limit. Four players are
needed to compose a team.
However, the team can have as
many members as desired, but
only the four best scores count. A
team's total is the sum of the four
lowest scores compiled for that
organization. The deadline for the
application is 5 p.m. on Friday,
Dec. 8. Starting times must be
signed out in the Recreational
Sports Office when the application

is turned in. Starting times will be 22. For more information, contact The entry deadline is Friday, Jan.
every 15 minutes by organization, the Recreational Sports Office at 26 at 4:30 p.m.
581-1082.
starting at respective times.
Fitness 20(X) participants should
The spring intramural men's bas- now contact Bryan Dionne at 581The men and women's team
free throw contest will be held on ketball application is due Tuesday. 3054 if they would like an appointThursday, Dec. 14, from 6:30-9 Dec. 19 at 4:30 p.m. in the ment for the Free Health Screening.
p.m. in the Memorial Gym. Recreational Sports Office. A player Screenings will take place on
Organizations are allowed to enter applying must be affiliated with the
as many men or women as desired University of Maine as a student,
with each participant shooting 25 faculty or staff to be eligible to play.
In addition, the spring intramural
free throws apiece. Organizations
must reserve a shooting spot at the women's basketball will be held
Recreational Sports Office, 140 next semester Sunday through
Memorial Gym, by Wednesday, Thursday evenings from 6-10 p.m.
Dec. 13, at 4:30 p.m.
All games will be played in the
The
Recreational
Sports Memorial Gym. Teams may come
Department offers an alternative from any organization or living
LEGAL SERVICES FOR
to stress during finals week. complex on campus or groups may
UNDERGRADUATES-Free
Aerobic classes will be offered combine to form a team. Off camMonday through Friday to relieve pus, faculty and staff women are consultation. Service of
all the finals stress. The classes also encouraged to field a team. The Student Government. M-Wschedule is as follows: Cardio entry deadline for the competition is TH; 3rd Floor Memorial
Kick in Lengyel Gym on Monday, Friday, Jan. 26, at 4:30 p.m.
Union. 581-1789.
.6:15-7:15 p.m.; Step and Sculpt in
The spring 2001 men and
Lengyel Gym on Tuesday and women's floor hockey applica- **Gay/Les/BifTrans/Question
Thursday, 5-6 p.m.; Aquacize in tions are available at the
ing**
Discussion
Grpthe Wallace Pool on Monday, Recreational Sports Office. All
Old
Wednesday, Friday, 5:30-6:30 games will. be played in the All Mondays 6-7:30pm
Memorial
Rm
Town
a.m. and 6:45-7:45 a.m. All class- Purpose Room. Teams will cones will be held on Dec. 18 to Dec. sist of three players, plus a goalie. Union.

December 12.and 13 from 9 a.m.-2
p.m. If you are not a Fitness 2000
participant, or would like more
information on how you can join
this exciting program, please visit
the Recreational Sports Office in
room 140 Memorial Gym.

Classifieds

Miscellaneous

234-7007 or endlesssummertours.com
Spring Break 2001. 2 FREE
trips & 15-24 hours Drinks!!
Lowest prices before Dec.
18th. Hottest places! Only
75 buisness days left!! Book
now!! 1-800-426-7710/ sunsplashtours.com.

Ikk

SPRING BREAK 2001! CANCUN & BAHAMAS. EAT,
DRINK, TRAVEL FOR FREE,
WANTED CAMPUS REPS! Call
CONFIDENTIAL Pregnancy USA SPRING BREAK, toll free
Tests. Education on Options 877-460-6077,for trip infor& Resources. 942-1611 AAA mation and rates. 25 continPregnancy Resource Center uous years of student travel!
www.usaspringbreak.com

iniversity of :11:ainc **hoot orperforming
and!liable 'Aitisque 'Theatre
reque:;t the fionor L/ y. pre.!:, ence

Post Abortion Support. confidential and caring. 942- Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, &
1
6
1
1
www.thumb.netr for- Jamaica. Call Sun Coast
Vacations for a free
women.
brochure and ask how you
For Rent
can organize a small group
& Eat, Drink, Travel Free &
Orono-Room for rent $250 Earn Cash! Call 1-888-777+utils. Nonsmokers. No 4642 or e-mail sales@sunlease. Pets okay. 866- coastvacations.com
5548
Apartments for rent. 1234
Bedroom. Spring and Fall
Semesters. Further info call
866-5690.
3-4Bed Apts avail now.
S319-360
a
person.
Heat/Elec/Water included.
Call 617-592-7633 or e-mail
thebrokerl@aol.com

c.
December 7-9 and 1446,2000 at 7:30 pm
December 10 and 17, 2000 at 100 pm
Cyrus Pavilion Theatre(next to Fogler Library)
A(Imission: $8.00
Discounts itvallablePr students, sotto's, children & groups
(Maine Students: Free with 11)
Call 5814755,filr tickets and information

We thank our sponsors:The Cultural Affairs Committee & Patrons of the Arts

Break! Deluxe
Spring
Hotels, Reliable Air, Free
Food, Drinks and Parties!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Mazatlan & Florida. Travel
Free and Earn Cash! Do it
on the Web! Go to
StudentCity.com or call
800-293-1443 for info.

Help Wanted
.14

4Bed House avail now! $349 Positions avail for persons
working
in
a person. Heat/Elec/Water interested
included. Big rooms. Call w/kids w/special needs.
617-592-7633 or e-mail the- Flexible hours & complete
training provided. Please
broker1@aolcom
send resume to PROTEA
Orono- Behavioral Health Services
Downtown
to
sublet Box399 Stillwater, ME 04489
Efficiency
$210/month-everything Call 992-7010 fax 992-7011
included! Call for info 866STUDENTS WANTED! ONE
3239.
SUMMER. A LIFETIME OF
Travel
EXPERIENCE. I could spend
#1 Spring Break Vacations! the summer learning someBest Prices Guaranteed! one else's business, or I
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas could be running my own.
& Florida. Book Cancun and For more information visit
get free meal plan. Earn our website: www.collegecash and Go Free! Now hir- proedge.com or call 888ing Campus Reps. 1-800- 277-7962.
IlVd*•

.*.
**•
••'41
.17*
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Maine women's hockey set to face Wayne State
By Jeff Mannix
For The Maine Campus
The Maine women's hockey
team will try and bounce back
from two tough losses at
Providence and Northeastern last
weekend with a two-game home
series this week at home against
the Wayne State Warriors of
Detroit, Mich.
Coach Rick Filighera was
pleased with the team's play
over the weekend. "We played
two hard-working, 60 minute
hockey games," he said. "The
effort was there both games.
The other teams had to work for
everything they got."
Saturday,
Filighera
On
believes his team got very good
offensive zone play, controlling
the play at times for long stretches of the game. He was very
encouraged that his team killed
two five-on-three Providence

power plays in the second period.
A bad bounce resulted for Maine
resulted the game's only goal in
the second period and their 1-0
defeat.
On Sunday, Maine jumped
out to a 2-0 lead on Northeastern
before the Huskies came back to
get a 5-3 win. Filighera said that
the biggest difference between
Northeastern and Maine was
Northeastern's physical strength
up front. "I thought they overpowered us on two of the goals.
And that was the difference in
the game: two goals," he said.
Maine got most of its offensive
production on the weekend out of
the line of Megan Aarts, Andrea
Keller, and Karen Droog. Droog
scored once and assisted on
Maine's other two goals. Aarts
and Keller both had a goal and an
assist.
The Black Bears will bring a
5-7-0 overall record into the

games this week. There are two came against Bemidji St., who
players tied for the team scoring Maine dominated twice at the
lead. Droog and Jarin Sjogren Alfond in October. Wayne State
have 11 points each, with seven has also played Mercyhurst
goals, four assists and six goals, twice, a team that Maine split two
five assists, respectively. Raffi games with two weeks ago. The
Wolf is close behind with four Warriors lost both games to
goals and six assists for 10 points. Mercyhurst.
One thing that is severely
Kelly Nelson has three goals and
from the Wayne State
lacking
from
points
eight
for
assists
five
scoring. There two
is
lineup
blue
the
line.
are freshmen
scorers
leading
Wayne
the
Maine's opponents,
Katie
and Kim
Jones
forwards
second
their
in
State Warriors, are
have
both
whom
of
Spaulding,
They
program.
season as a varsity
for
and
assists
goals
four
two
struggled through their first seaforSophomore
son, dropping all 21 of their six points.
games, including two at Maine. ward Jamie Herod (2 G, 3 A, 5
The Black Bears defeated the P) is also a key up front. The
Warriors by scores of 11-0 and 9- defense for Wayne State is
lead by Freshman Kelly
3.
This season, Wayne State has Meech (3-2-5) and Joanie
fared better. They will come into Denby (0-2-2).
In goal, the majority of time
the Alfond with a record of 3-110 overall, along with a 0-4-0 is seen by Freshman Anna
record in the Great Lakes Vander-Marliere. She has a
League. One of the Warrior wins record of 3-10-0, to go with a

Football

3.44 GAA,and an .899 save percentage. Sophomore Stacey
Bowden has played in three
games and started in one. She
has a 0-1-0 record, a 4.01 GAA,
and an .872 save percentage.
Coach Filighera, however,
does not think that Wayne State
is a pushover by any means.
"They've improved and we've
improved. We better come out
ready to play, because anybody
can beat anybody. If we don't
come ready to play, we could
be in trouble. They have a
good coach, and they have
video on us from last year. I'm
sure they'll be ready to play."
Both games in the series
will be played at Alfond
Arena. The opener will be at
7 p.m. on Thursday and they
will close the series at 1 p.m.
on Saturday. The Saturday
came be heard live on
WMEB, 91.9 FM.
from page 16

improved this year."
Offensively, Maine played
inconsistently but well, overall.
After a fast start, the offense sputtered during a mid-season swoon
which saw them lose four consecutive games. Royston English
emerged from the pine finish with.
three 100-yard plus performances
in the last four games. Not coincidentally, the Black Bears won
all three of those contests.
"Our ability to run the ball in
the latter part of the season was
encouraging." said Cosgrove.
"It's a big part of our offensive
philosophy and we weren't doing
that all year. Our offensive line
dealt with some injuries, but they
responded pretty well"
Maine will have to replace
departing offensive lineman
Chris
and
Paradis
Paul
McLaughlin for next year, but
Cosgrove notes there is precenMaine quarterback Jake Eaton looks to hand off to Lamin Sisay in the season's final game against
dent helping out this situation.
New Hampshire. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM.
"We had so many injuries to the
offensive line this year that we Atlantic 10 in receptions (67), the season and that should pay off
had to plug in some younger Phil McGeoghan (51) and all- in the future."
The coach indicated that,
Ben
back/receiver
guys. They performed well and purpose
in years past, his recruiting
unlike
got playing time that should Christopher (31) represent 80
would be directed at plugefforts
help with any transition next percent of the passing offense and
here and there, on both
holes
ging
all will be lost to graduation.
season."
ball. "We'll be lookthe
of
"Obviously," noted Cosgrove, sides
Maine will return with
English, All-Atlantic 10 tight end "our recruiting efforts will be ing to add some depth all over,"
Chad Hayes and All New England directed toward getting depth at said Cosgrove. "Other than at
quarterback Jake Eaton spear- the wide receiver position." wide receiver, we don't have any
heading an offense that will have Freshmen Stefan Gomes, Paris glaring needs."
to answer some questions in the Minor and sophomore tailback • Maine will have to compete
Marquisse Silva should fill the with a larger conference next seapassing game.
The Black Bears will have to roles of the departing seniors next son, Division 1-AA powerhouse
Hofstra has been admitted to the
replace a trio of quality receivers. year.
Maine will also have to Atlantic 10 and will begin play
Dwayne Wilmot, who led the
replace kicker/punter Todd within the conference in 2001.
"It's the best conference at
Jagoutz, who became the school's
all-time leader in points scored this level (Division 1-AA),"
LESS CRIME IS
Cosgrove said. "We'll have to
this season.
NO ACCIDENT
Cosgrove was optimistic at the take our game up a notch to
programs that world
possibilities. "We had a young compete. I think, with the per- It takes you — sad
team this year," said the coach. sonnel we have coming back,
Call 1-800-WE PREVENT,
"They grew up quickly through that's possible."
send you a free booklet
well
and
OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL
on how you can support programs
in your community that keep kids
Enroll in the Air Force Officer Traning School. In just 12
away from crime and crime away
STEPHEN C. SMITH
weeks, as a commissioned officer, you'll enjoy great pay,
from kids.
Attorney at Law
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each
• Personal Injury
year, plus the opportunity to travel and see the world.
• Criminal Defense
1-800-WE PREVENT
To discover how high a career in
oo
the Air Force can take you, call
Tel. (207) 941-2395
P.O. Box 1957
1-800-423-USAF, or visit our
Fax. (207) 941-9608
Bangor, ME 04402
1
.
4
website at www.airforce.com
•

who've been there."
Despite their record, there
were reasons for optimism.
Maine came into the season with
a team laden with first and second-year players.
"Early on, we had some concerns," Cosgrove noted. "Our
offense was ahead of our defense,
because we had guys on that side
of the ball that had played.
Defensively, we were forced to go
with younger guys due to depth or
injuries and that hurt us in the
beginning of the season."
As the season developed, their
weakness became a strength.
Maine was mired at the bottom of
the conference defensively for the
first half of the season. However,
players returning from injury and
valuable game experience for the
younger players helped contribute
to a dramatic improvement in the
season's second half.
"Our defense made a remarksaid
improvement,"
able
Cosgrove. "Young guys like
Goree (freshman defensive back
Devon) stepped up and not only
contributed, but became impact
players." Goree, a true freshman,
led the club in interceptions with
three and was fourth in tackles
(540 despite only playing in eight
games.)
Cosgrove anticipates less anxiety on the defensive side of the
ball heading into next year.
"I'm looking forward to seeing
them play (next season),"
Cosgrove said. "Especially in
light of how profoundly they

She's 3 ging
teadet

Want A
Challenge?

U.S. AIR FORCE

mainelawyer@hotmail.com
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Fans 'profess' their love for UMaine sports
By Kevin Gave
For The Maine Campus
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The two most memorable athletic endeavors in the life of
University of Maine English professor Judy Hakola involve staining a volleyball with her own
blood and suffering a broken arm
during her first-ever ice skating
lesson.
. Hakola admits to being an
"absolute klutz" when attempting
to do anything of the athletic sort.
However, one of her greatest passions and pastimes is watching
people do what she can't stand to
do herself.
This white-haired grandmother loves watching sports. She is a
loyal UMaine sports fan and one
of dozens of UMaine professors
who are regular spectators at
Black Bear athletic contests.
"It's much better if I'm an
observer, a fan," Hakola said.
Hakola has season tickets for
UMaine football, men's ice hockey and both basketball teams. She
has been a men's ice hockey season ice holder since 1977, the
year after Alfond Arena was built.
"I bought the tickets because
I like the sports," Hakola said.
"The social aspect [of the games]
is a bonus."
Wherever the UMaine basketball teams have called their home
court, Hakola has been there to
watch the action. From The Pit in
Memorial Gym to the Bangor
Auditorium to Alfond Arena, she
Maine English professor Judy Hakola at a men's hockey game. CAMPUS PHOTO BY Soon- SHELTONi.
has followed Black Bear basketball religiously.
players.
With their roots in states where the favor to them."
She has never left a game in
"There's hardly a game I can basketball is the king of winter
When mother nature rears her
any sport before the final buzzer watch on TV where I don't see a sports, it was only natural for the ugly head, or when the stress
of
and on one occasion she drove former player, so that's kind of couple to start watching the teaching is heavy, Peterson can
almost
400
miles
from fun," Hakola said
UMaine teams after they arrived take refuge as a sports fan.
Connecticut to make sure she
Watching someone she in Orono.
"It's something to do when the
didn't miss the opening face-off knows makes Hakola cheer a
"Initially we started going weather's not great outside," he
of a hockey game.
little louder.
because we're from the midwest said. "It's also fun to get together
"I loaded up my family and
"It probably means more to and what do you do in winter but and talk about basketball. It gives
came tearing across New me when I have students playing watch basketball or play basket- us something to talk about when
England to be there," she said.
just because of that identity," she ball," Peterson said.
school is driving us nuts."
Hakola calls herself a fan and said.
His love of the game aside,
While Hakola and Peterson
an observer of fans. She enjoys
As chairperson and associate Peterson also believes it is impor- attend games more for entertainexamining the sociology of an professor in the department of tant to support student-athletes ment and social reasons, Nancy
athletic event; the interplay communication and journalism, outside of the classroom.
Hall supports the UMaine field
between coaches, players, refer- Eric Peterson has also taught a
"My impression of a lot of hockey team because she played
ees and spectators.
number of student-athletes. But, athletes is that the ones who the sport at the collegiate level.
The type of behavior Hakola that's not the only reason he and work hard at their studies also
Hall, an assistant professor in
witnesses at games sometimes his wife Kristin Langellier have work hard at the sports," he the department of communicabecomes fodder for her class on season tickets for both Black said. "If they're working hard tion sciences and disorders, was a
American sports literature and Bear basketball teams. Peterson in my class I feel I can return
member of two Division III
film. Many student-athletes have grew up in Michigan and
taken the course, a majority of Langellier, a professor in the
them being men's ice hockey same department, is from Illinois.

Men's hockey

Sports column

from page 16

World Series. Steinbrenner has
beat the New York Knicks to win
enough money to buy whatever the championship.
players needed to win.
But with the current system of
So today, I make a plea to
salary structure in baseball, there
Major League Baseball to stop
is no way the Oakland A's will
Steinbrenner from holding the ever win three back-to-back
World Series hostage. The easy
World Series titles ever again.
way to do this is by simply
So this message is for Rupert
implementing a salary cap, like
Murdoch, Peter Angelos, or Ted
the NBA and NFL have done. It Turner (I'd prefer Teddy, I'm a
evens the competition for free
huge Braves fan). Please, one of
agents and the level of competiyou, pool all of the money
tion on the field. In the NFL, you've got and let's get the
Green Bay can still win Super
World Series trophy out of The
Bowls despite being in the NFL
Bronx!
equivalent of the back woods. In
It's time baseball changed it's
the NBA two years ago the San
ways, but until that happens,
Antonio Spurs, one of the smallsomebody needs to beat Georgie, Fst. vn,arl$et,teais,in, the Ieau, . boy at his own game.,
4,.

skated into the offensive zone one
on two.
"I pushed the puck past their
first defenseman," said Trattnig.
"It went too far and I got it again
and looked around and didn't see
anyone, so I just snapped a shot at
the net." Trattnig's shot beat a surprised Gilhooly high to the glove
side, giving Maine a 2-1 lead.
Seconds
later,
Trattnig
emerged from behind the net to
whack in the rebound of a Tom
Reimann shot for a two-goal lead.
The two goals, Trattnig's fourth
and fifth of the year, were scored
17 seconds apart, a new record for
quickest two goals by the same
player at Maine.
Black Bear nemesis Willie
Levesque had tied the game in the
first. ininutp,o the final periog

when his drive from the right circle hit Morrison's stick and caromed high over the goaltender's
shoulder into the net.
Maine sophomore Martin
Kariya had staked the Black Bears
to a 1-0 lead in the first period.
Kariya redirected a Francis Nault
feed from the low right circle for
his 4th goal of the season with
Maine on the power play.
For Maine, the tie felt more
like a loss. "This one's tough,"
said Black Bear forward Niko
Dimitrakos. "We had two points
and just like that, it's gone."
"We lost our intensity in the

national tournament teams at the
College of Wooster in Ohio.
"It's a lot of fun to watch
because I know what it's like to
be out there playing," Hall said.
Hall can relate to the lifestyle
of the female student-athlete
because she once had to balance
the responsibilities of the classroom and the playing field.
"I feel very strongly that college is a whole experience and
that academics and athletics don't
necessarily need to be disassociated," Hall said. "They were vital
and important in my life and 1
would like to support that in the
student-athletes lives as well."
"For women I think in particular, it's important to have
those athletic opportunities
recognized."
Although she still loves
watching field hockey, Hall
admits the game has changed
in many ways since her college
days. The use of artificial turf,
a surface Hall never played on,
has altered the style of play and
demanded better conditioned
athletes.
"I watch in awe because it's
such a different game on turf,"
Hall said. "What really attracts
me is the athleticism. I love the
competition."
Lack of familiarity with the
sport keeps spectators away from
the action, but these days even
Hall sometimes struggles to
describe what's happening in a
game.
"I played so long ago that it's
getting harder and harder to see
them as the same game," Hall
said with a laugh. "People keep
coming up to me saying what's
that rule about such and such and
I'll say I don't know it wasn't a
rule when I played."
Hakola was once a sports fan
groupie, but she now attends
games for the sole enjoyment of
the event and like the athletes,
she leaves her excitement in the
arena.
"Now I just go to each game
for its own sake and while I hope
we win and I'm happy if we win,
it's not the beginning or the end
of anything in my life," Hakola
said. "I've always believed that
it's just a game."
And that's a lesson that every
sports fan can live by.
from page 16
second period," noted Maine cocaptain A.J. Begg. We didn't
bring the same energy that we
played with on Friday night."
"Clearly, this was a situation
where we could have gained four
points," said Maine head coach
Shawn Walsh. "We made some
mistakes late and they came back
to haunt us. They good news is
that we come out of the weekend
with three points."
Maine will hit the road next
Friday for a game with Boston
University, and then come home
on Sunday to face conference
leader Boston College.

GET PAID TO SHOP FOR CHRISTMAS!!!
GET STARTED FOR FREE!!!
CHECK www.Ezshopz1.Bigsmart.com
4
.

For more info email: Ezshopper_2000@yp.9?.c9in
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Women's
hockey hosts
Wayne State.

UMaine professors
who follow
Maine's athletic
teams.

Rec Sports
weekly news.
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Sports
Football
ends on
high note

Someone
please stop
Steinbrenner
By Jeff Mannix
For The Maine Campus
Well, here we go again.
The New York Yankees just
completed their third consecutive
championship season in October.
The Yankees became the first
team to three-peat in the World
Series since the Oakland
Athletics did it from 1972-74.
With the biggest payroll in
baseball and three titles in a row,
you'd figure they'd relax, right?
Unfortunately, good old George
Steinbrenner will do no such
thing.
Last week, Steinbrenner and
the Yankees signed Mike
Mussina to a six-year, $88.5 million contract. He will be paid $10
million of that contract next season alone.
And that hasn't been their
only signing this off-season. The
Yanks have also resigned rightfielder Paul O'Neill and outfielder Glenallen Hill to one-year contracts. They also signed catcher
Joe Oliver from the Seattle
Mariners for one year. In fact, the
Yankees have signed more players than any other team so far this
off-season.
The Yankees actually don't
even have an entire team of players signed yet. They currently
have 16 major leaguers under
contract for next season. But with
only that many signed, the
Yankee payroll is already at
$80.6 million. Last season, their
payroll eclipsed the $100 million
mark, which it will probably do
again this season.
Yankee manager Joe Torre
said at the press conference
announcing the signing of
Mussina in reference to his
team's payroll, "it probably isn't
fair."
That, Mr. Torre, is a colossal
understatement!
Once again, Steinbrenner is in
the process of buying yet another
World Series title. Deny it all
you want Yankee fans, but that is
what's happening. No one will
have a chance to win the World
Series other than the Yankees.
Mussina will certainly hell)
the pitching situation, which
arguably didn't need help the
way they pitched in the playoffs
last year. Mussina is just an
assurance that the Yanks will win
the World Series for a fourth consecutive time.
At the rate the Yankees are
going, and with the current system
of free agency and no salary cap in
baseball, it's conceivable that the
Yankees could win the next ten
See SPORTS COLUMN on page 15

By Jim Leonard
Football Reporter
After completing a 5-6 season, Black Bear football heads
into hibernation filled with
dreams of what might have been.
Maine stayed close until the final
quarter in losses to William &
Mary, James Madison and
Richmond. Their inability to win
these games may be more a function of talent than inexperience.
"We just have to learn how to
win those games," said Black
Bear head coach Jack Cosgrove.
"We have a bunch of players seeing these situations for the first
time, playing against teams
Maine's Damon Boinske hits Northeastern quarterback Logan Gall. Maine beat Northeastern 42-17
on Nov. 11. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM.

See FOOTBALL on page 14

Maine settles for a tie against Northeastern
seconds remaining. The call nul
lackluster effort at Alfond Arena, point.
Northeastern comes out of the lified a Maine power play and
losing 5-1.
The Huntington Hounds found weekend set with a 5-6-2 overall Crowder called a time out to
Coming into Sunday after- that spark in the closing minutes mark, 2-4-2 in Hockey East. address his club.
"We talked about getting a 6
the of the contest, erasing a two-goal Maine settles for a 6-4-4 overall
with
contest
noon's
4 advantage when Cummings
on
conference.
in
3-1-2
with
record,
tie
3-3
a
in
escape
Maine,
to
deficit
of
University
forward Brian) came out of
(NU
about
guys
the
to
talked
"I'
Bears.
Black
a
the
Northeastern was in need of
said Crowder. "I didn't
box,"
the
head
Husky
said
character,"
Trevor
Reschny
Freshman
wake up call. Mired in a fourto cut into the lead that
us
expect
bat"We
Crowder.
Bruce
coach
55
goals
seconds
of
pair
game losing streak, the Huskies scored a
this
in
quickly."
adversity
of
ton
a
tled
the
of
last two minutes
were looking to overcome an apart in
Twenty seconds after the timeoffensive slump that had seen the third period to erase the 3-1 game and we just kept coming."
up
Reschny positioned himself
set
out,
was
sequence
final
The
From there,
them score only five goals during Maine lead.
of Maine goalie Mike
was
front
in
Loya
Cliff
Maine's
that period. Two nights previous, Northeastern weathered a few late when
(27 saves) and tipped a
Morrison
slashing
with
2:28
for
Northeastern had turned in a close calls in overtime to earn the whistled
Mike Jozefowicz drive from the
right point over the defenseless
netminder, cutting the lead to 3-2.
"It was a good shot, flat on the
ice," said Reschny. "I got just
enough of it."
Less than a minute later, with
Husky goaltender Mike Gilhooly
(23 saves) on the bench and the
NU net empty, Reschny struck
again.
"We had the pressure on them
the whole time," explained
Reschny. "They seemed to be
running around. Chris Lynch
deked, and I thought he was
gonna shoot, but he passed it out
in front to me. I had a wide open
net, it was a good play by
Lynchie."
The play stunned the near
the
at
capacity
crowd
Civic
County
Cumberland
Center. It was a far cry from the
midpoint of the third, when two
goals by Maine forward Matthias
Trattnig, 17 seconds apart, had
put that same crowd into a frenzy.
Trattnig's first score came at
the 9:08 mark. After picking up a
loose puck in neutral ice, Trattnig
•

By Jim Leonard
Men's Hockey Reporter

Maine's Lucas Lawson goes for the puck in a game against Ohio State earlier this season. CAMPUS
PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.
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